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If you still want to swap cables, one way to do it is to just take the MPU off the board and then reconnect J1. Now
make sure that GND goes to J2. If it worked, then there should only be one line coming in from J2. If it didn't work,

then disconnect J1 from the reset generators, and then make sure the ground from J2 goes to J1, or you could swap
the 5V and GND. This works if one of the power lines has the wrong direction. Good luck. The MCP100 runs off the

+5 rail. The MCP100 is a current detector, and it won't turn on until it's getting more than 5mA. So I wouldn't
bother trying to reset it without modifying one of the power signals. If you have a problem, the first thing to check

is if the power leads are hooked up properly, and second, check for continuity. There should be 4 continuity checks,
and you have to have 4 continuity checks. If you're all set, then you can remove the power. I tested the +5 and the
GND, and I was able to get both to perform the reset, so I'm going to go ahead and fire her up. Left side facing J4

Top Pin (reset) to top right hole of Q5. (On board this goes to the bottom pin of R139 which goes nowhere, because
R139 has been removed, and a jumper from the bottom of R138 goes to the top of R139. So why is the reset going
to nowhere) Middle Pin (positive power) going to bottom right hole of Q5 (This measures continuity with the +5 rail
on the board.) Bottom Pin (Negative/GND) going to left most hole of Q5. (This measures continuity with GND on the

board). ------------------------------- Quench's recommendations: (Either method will work provided you ultimately
connect ground to the reset generators VSS pin, +5V to the VDD pin and /RESET to the /RST pin) Connect GND
(bottom pin TCP130) to bottom right hole of Q5 (+5). Connect +5 to (middle pin TCP130) to leftmost hole of Q5

(GND). Connect RESET (top pin of TCP 130) to Top right hole of Q5. So this means no swapping of leads is
necessary with the TCP 130. Does it still need a 1kohm resistor
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